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As I type this on September 2nd - Labor Day in the
US and Canada - I definitely sense the pace of
activity picking up, not just in our digital identity and
personal data industry, but across the spectrum of
the public and private sectors, to say nothing of
politics! What an interesting next few months this
will be.
The exciting news that I was portending in last
month's blog has been delayed by a few weeks.
Rest assured that it is coming, so please watch out
for it on the website and on social media during this
month.
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MyData 2019
Sept 25-27 I
Helsinki
Kantara Speakers:
Andrew (CR), Ruth
(NGI_Trust)
Join Kantara and 1000 other industry experts
September 25-27 in Helsinki, Finland, for MyData
2019. MyData 2019 conference is a place for
accelerating global change towards a humancentric approach to personal data with the focus on
how to effect the change we need.
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Learn more and register here

Spotlight on ID.me

Consumer Identity
World 2019
Sept 25-27 I Seattle
Member Speakers:
ForgeRock and
Airside

A long-standing Kantara member, ID.me is an
industry leader in secure online identification
verification and the first Credential Service Provider
to be recognized under Kantara's NIST 800-63 rev.3
Class of Approval. Its technology is used by more
than 13MM individuals and 350 partners, including
federal and state agencies, healthcare
organizations, financial institutions, retailers, and
nonprofits.
Read the Spotlight below to learn more about
ID.me.
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Read the Full Spotlight
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This response is the latest in a list of volunteer
contributions to 'friends and foe' in our mission to 'lift all
boats' in the identity and privacy digital ecosystems we
collectively serve. That is the essence of Kantara's
ethics and ethos in action. @KantaraNews keeps you
updated on the media's interest in the response to
DCMS, but you can see all of them below.
Gary Flood, a writer for Think Digital Partners, released
an article earlier this week on our response. You can
read his article here.

See all our responses here
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Membership

Thank you to our organization members UNINETT and TELUS, as well
as individual contributor Ross Foard for renewing with us! If you haven't
renewed, do so now to continue the many benefits of membership!

Renew Membership

Not a member? Become one today!
Reminder to all renewing members to get your dues in on time!
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